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Abstract
R. J. Gardner and M. Kiderlen [17] presented an algorithm for
reconstructing convex bodies from noisy X-ray measurements with a
full proof of convergence in 2007. We would like to present some new
steps into the direction of reconstructing not necessarily convex bodies
by the help of the continuity properties of so-called generalized conic
functions. Such a function measures the average taxicab distance of the
points from a given compact set K ⊂ RN by integration. The basic
result [28] is that the generalized conic function associated to a compact
planar set determines the coordinate X-rays and vice versa. Cs. Vincze
and A´ Nagy [29] proved continuity properties of the mapping which
sends connected compact hv-convex sets having the same axis parallel
bounding box to the associated generalized conic functions. We use
these results to present an algorithm for the reconstruction of compact
connected hv-convex planar bodies given by their coordinate X-rays.
The basic method is varied with the quota system scheme. Greedy and
anti-greedy versions are also presented with examples.
Key words: parallel X-ray, generalized conic, geometric tomography,
linear integer programming
1 Introduction
‘Tomography refers to the cross-sectional imaging of an object from either
transmission or reflection data collected by illuminating the object from
many different directions’ [25]. From the mathematical point of view this
means the reconstruction of a density distribution by its integrals along
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straight lines. Basic methods to carry out this reconstruction are based on
Fourier transformation, while algebraic reconstruction techniques are imple-
mented in the case of pixel-based objects (i.e. the density distribution is
assumed to be constant in each cell of a square grid). A detailed overview of
these techniques is presented in [23] and [25]. ‘Geometric tomography is the
area of mathematics dealing with the retrieval of information about a geo-
metric object from data about its intersections, or projections, or both’ [14].
The word geometric is used here because we assume that the object is ho-
mogeneous in contrast to tomography. In other words we are only interested
in the shape of the object. In the homogeneous case the density distribution
becomes to be the characteristic function of the object. Parallel X-rays are
functions that measure the intersection of a given set with hyperplanes par-
allel to a fixed subspace of codimension 1 of RN . The reconstruction problem
concerning parallel X-rays is to reconstruct a compact subset of RN if the
parallel X-rays of this set into some directions are given. In many cases it is
enough to construct a sequence of sets that converges to a compact set with
respect to the Hausdorff distance, and has the given X-rays.
First we can use geometric variants of the reconstruction tools of tomog-
raphy, such as binary or discrete algebraic reconstruction techniques (see [5]
and [22]). Other iterative approaches have been employed also, such as gra-
dient descent algorithm or maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization.
Recent different techniques are, for instance, the model-based iterative re-
construction (see [31]), the combination with compressed sensing (see [32]),
or the use of adaptive scanning patterns during the acquisition of the projec-
tions (see [21]). These techniques reduce the number of projections needed,
but additional knowledge on the object is needed to obtain a unique so-
lution. For example, assuming convexity of the object leads us to a much
better situation where a suitable finite number of directions is enough for all
convex bodies to be uniquely determined by their X-rays in these directions.
Gardner and McMullen showed in [18] that there are certain sets of four
directions, such that every convex body in R2 is determined by its X-ray
functions in these directions, but there is no set of three directions with the
same property. Later Gardner and Gritzmann showed in [15] that suitable
sets of four directions are those whose set of slopes, in increasing order, have
a rational cross-ratio not equal to 3/2, 4/3, 2, 3 or 4. This result is related to
the geometric structure of convex-shaped switching components, known in
the literature as U -polygons, where U is the set of employed directions (see
[10], [12] and [24]). These results for convex planar bodies can be used to ver-
ify similar statements in higher dimensions with the help of a slice-by-slice
technique.
In the contest of point X-rays, uniqueness of reconstruction is guaranteed
for convex bodies of R2 by means of X-rays taken in a set of four sources,
no three collinear (see [30]). An analogous result doesn’t hold in discrete
tomography where finding the minimum number of sources, in general posi-
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tion, requested for uniqueness is still an open problem (see [11]). However,
the problem of unique determination under a finite number of directions
is largely investigated in discrete tomography, even without the convexity
assumption but with some kind of a priori knowledge (for details see [9],
[13], [16] and [19]). An algorithm for reconstructing convex lattice set is pre-
sented in [6]. Reconstruction of continuous objects (i.e. no lattice sets) is
much harder, even if convexity is assumed. Gardner and Kiderlen present
an algorithm in [17] for reconstructing convex bodies of R2 from noisy X-
ray measurements with a full proof of the convergence. The main feature of
this algorithm is that it works in the case when the data is noisy and uses
only four directions. Earlier reconstruction algorithms are presented in [8]
and [26], but they suffer from several problems (see the introduction part of
[17]).
The purpose of this paper is to give an algorithm for the reconstruction
of planar bodies by their X-rays that works not only for the convex case
and uses a finite number of fixed directions. The situation is much harder
in this case since polygons in R2 that are star-shaped at the origin are
not determined by X-rays in any finite set of directions. This shows that
we need some additional assumption that is a little weaker than convexity.
This assumption is hv-convexity. The reconstruction of hv-convex sets is
has been extensively considered in discrete tomography ([2], [3] and [4]),
but now we would like to focus on continuous objects of R2. Brunetti and
Daurat approximate Q-convex bodies with Q-convex lattice sets in [7] and
suggest to use an algorithm applied in discrete tomography, but they do not
prove that their algorithm converges. The convergence of our reconstruction
algorithm is shown in Section 5, after the algorithm is presented in Section
4. Preliminaries and basic theorems from our main reference works ([28] and
[29]) are the subject of Section 2 and 3, while in Section 6 we show how to
apply linear integer programming to execute the main step of the algorithm.
After that greedy and anti-greedy versions are also presented varied with a
quota system scheme in Section 7 and 8.
2 Preliminaries
In what follows we collect the basic facts of the theory. Let RN be the N-
dimensional real coordinate space with the standard basis e1, . . . , eN . Vectors
of the form x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) denote elements of R
N . For p ∈ Z, p ≥ 1,
and x ∈ RN , let ‖x‖p be the p-norm of x and consider the distance function
dp induced by the p-norm:
‖x‖p = p
√√√√ N∑
i=1
|xi|p, dp(x, y) =
∥∥x− y∥∥
p
.
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Throughout this paper µN will denote the N -dimensional Lebesgue measure
(N ∈ N, N > 0), while Di = ∂∂xi is the differential operator of partial differ-
entiation with respect to the i-th coordinate (i = 1, . . . , N). The Hausdorff
distance between (compact) sets L and K will be denoted by H(L,K), as
usual. A compact set K ⊂ RN is called a body if K has a nonempty interior.
For any c ∈ R let us define the sets
K <i c :=
{
x ∈ K∣∣xi < c} (i = 1, . . . , N),
c <i K :=
{
x ∈ K∣∣c < xi} (i = 1, . . . , N),
c =i K :=
{
x ∈ K∣∣c = xi} (i = 1, . . . , N).
Definition 1 A planar set K ⊂ R2 is said to be hv-convex if the sections
c =i K (i = 1, 2) are convex sets for all c ∈ R.
Definition 2 The X-ray functions of a compact set K ⊂ RN into the coor-
dinate directions are
XiK : R→ R, t 7→ XiK(t) := µN−1(t =i K) (i = 1, . . . , N).
For a general definition of X-ray functions and general observations on
these functions see chapters 1 and 2 in Gardner’s book [14].
Definition 3 Let E be a class of bounded measurable sets of RN and S a
fixed set of directions. We say that E ∈ E is determined by the X-rays parallel
to the directions in S if whenever E′ ∈ E and the X-rays of E and E′ coincide
almost everywhere for all directions in S, we have µN (E△E′) = 0, i.e. the
symmetric difference of E and E′ is a set of measure zero.
Now we collect some results on wich sets are determined by their coor-
dinate X-rays, shown in [28] for N = 2. Since the proofs are coordinatewise,
they immediately generalize to higher dimensions.
Definition 4 The generalized p-conic function fpK associated to a compact
set K is
fpK : R
N → R, x 7→ fpK(x) :=
∫
K
dp(x, y) dy.
The level sets CpK =
{
x ∈ RN |fpK(x) ≤ c
}
are called generalized p-conics.
For the sake of simplicity generalized 1-conics will be simply called gen-
eralized conics, while generalized 1-conic functions will be called generalized
conic function: fK := f
1
K for every compact set K ⊂ RN .
Lemma 1 (Vincze, Nagy [28]) For any compact body K ⊂ RN
DifK(x) = µN (K <i xi)− µN (xi <i K) (i = 1, . . . , N).
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Theorem 1 (Vincze, Nagy [28]) For compact bodies K and K∗ in RN
fK = fK∗ if and only if XiK = XiK
∗ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N} almost every-
where.
The coordinate X-rays can be expressed explicitly by the generalized
conic function and vice versa. In terms of the higher dimensional setting
DiDifK(x) =a.e. 2XiK(xi) (i = 1, . . . , N),
fK(x) =
N∑
i=1
∞∫
−∞
|xi − t|XiK(t) dt. (1)
Theorem 2 (Vincze, Nagy [28]) Let C be a generalized p-conic and sup-
pose that C∗ is a bounded measurable set with µN (C) = µN (C
∗). If the gener-
alized p-conic functions associated to C and C∗ coincide then µN (C△C∗) =
0.
Corollary 1 Generalized conics are determined by their X-rays in the co-
ordinate directions among compact bodies of RN .
Example. Balls are determined by their X-rays in the coordinate directions
among compact bodies because they are level sets of the generalized conic
function associated to the circumscribed cube: in case of the cube B :=
[a, b]N , where a, b ∈ R, a < b we have that
fB(x) = (b− a)N−1
N∑
i=1
((
xi − a+ b
2
)2
+
(b− a)2
4
)
for any interior point x.
We also mention the following result due to R. J. Gardner on convex
planar bodies determined by two X-rays.
Theorem 3 (Gardner [14]) Given any two nonparallel directions, the set
of convex planar bodies determined by their X-rays in these directions is of
second category in the metric space of convex planar bodies equipped with
the Hausdorff metric.
3 Continuity properties
In what follows we use the main results of our reference work [29] to present
an algorithm for the reconstruction of a connected hv-convex planar body
K given by the coordinate X-rays.
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Definition 5 Consider a non-empty compact planar set K and let BK be
the intersection of all rectangles having sides parallel to the coordinate direc-
tions and containing K. Then BK is called the axis parallel bounding box
of K.
If K ⊂ R2 is a connected body and K = cl (int(K)) (K is the closure of
its interior) then
BK = supp(X1K)× supp(X2K). (2)
Let LhvB denote the collection of non-empty compact hv-convex sets having
the same axis parallel bounding box B := [a, b]× [c, d].
Theorem 4 (Vincze,Nagy [29]) The mapping Φ: L ∈ LhvB 7→ fL is con-
tinuous between LhvB equipped with the Hausdorff metric and the function
space equipped with the L1-norm
|fL|1 :=
∫
B
|fL(x1, x2)| dx1dx2.
Theorem 5 (Vincze,Nagy [29]) The mapping Φ: L ∈ LhvB 7→ fL is con-
tinuous between LhvB equipped with the Hausdorff metric and the function
space equipped with the supremum norm
|fL|∞ := sup
(x1,x2)∈B
|fL(x1, x2)|.
These continuity properties are crucial for the reconstruction because
they imply that the inverse Φ−1 is upper semi-continuous as a set-valued
mapping. The practical formulation can be found in the following corollary.
Corollary 2 (Vincze,Nagy [29]) Let Ln be a sequence of non-empty com-
pact connected hv-convex sets having the same axis parallel bounding box B.
If fLn → fK with respect to the L1-norm or the supremum norm then any
convergent subsequence of Ln tends to a set K
∗ ∈ LhvB satisfying fK = fK∗,
i.e. K∗ and K have the same coordinate X-rays almost everywhere. In par-
ticular if K is uniquely determined in LhvB by the coordinate X-rays then
µ2(K △ K∗) = 0, i.e. the symmetric difference of K and K∗ is a set of
measure zero.
Proof. We discuss only the case of the L1-norm (the case of the supremum
norm is similar). Suppose that K∗ is the limit of a convergent subsequence
Lnk . Then ∫
B
|fK∗(x1, x2)− fK(x1, x2)| dx1dx2 ≤
6
∫
B
|fK∗(x1, x2)−fLnk (x1, x2)| dx1dx2+
∫
B
|fLnk (x1, x2)−fK(x1, x2)| dx1dx2,
where the first term tends to zero in view of Theorem 4. So does the second
term because of the condition fLn → fK with respect to the L1-norm. Taking
the limit as k →∞∫
B
|fK∗(x1, x2)− fK(x1, x2)| dx1dx2 = 0
which means that fK(x1, x2) = fK∗(x1, x2) for any (x1, x2) ∈ B because of
the continuity of the generalized conic functions. Therefore K and K∗ have
the same coordinate X-rays almost everywhere.
As a sequence-free version of Corollary 2 we can formulate the following
theorem of approximation. The norm of the functions can be considered
alternatively both the L1-norm or the supremum norm (over B).
Theorem 6 Suppose that K ⊂ R2 is a non-empty compact connected and
hv-convex set with axis parallel bounding box B. For any ε > 0 there exists
δ > 0 such that for any L ∈ LhvB
|fL − fK | < δ
implies that H(L,K∗) < ε for some K∗ ∈ LhvB , where K∗ has the same
coordinate X-rays as K almost everywhere. In particular if K is uniquely
determined in LhvB by the coordinate X-rays then µ2(K △K∗) = 0.
This theorem says that if fL ≈ fK with respect to the L1-norm or the
supremum norm then L approximates at least one of the sets in LhvB with
the same coordinate X-rays as K almost everywhere.
4 An algorithm for the reconstruction of hv-convex
sets by their coordinate X-ray functions
In geometric tomography there are satisfying results on how to choose direc-
tions in the plane to ensure some classes of sets to be determined by X-rays
in these directions (see Chapter 1 in [14]). However these results do not pro-
vide any algorithm for reconstruction. In fact there are only a few attempts
to provide such an algorithm with a proof of convergence. One recent paper
on this topic is [17], where an algorithm is provided that takes as input
n equally spaced noisy X-ray measurements of an unknown planar convex
body K in each of some fixed directions, and produces a convex polygon Pn
such that Pn almost surely converges to K with respect to the Hausdorff
metric as n → ∞. The noise is modeled in the traditional way by adding
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independent N(0, σ2) random variables. The directions are chosen such that
any convex planar body is determined by its X-rays in these directions.
The main feature in [17] is the complete proof of the convergence of their
algorithm that applies also for the case when the data are noisy. We also need
to mention that the algorithm takes the measurements of the X-ray functions
only in a finite set of points, however the number of these points must
increase if we want a better approximation. On the other hand the algorithm
is purely theoretical and seems to be hard to implement. The main step
consists in solving a constrained least-squares problem with 8n continuous
variables and with an objective function that is heavily nonlinear (e.g. it is
not partially differentiable). In a very recent paper [1] an implementation of
this algorithm in Matlab is compared with other geometric reconstruction
techniques.
Now we would like to present an algorithm that works not only for convex
bodies and can be implemented easily. The convergence of this algorithm is
shown in the next section.
Input: n ∈ N and X1K, X2K, the coordinate X-rays of a connected hv-
convex bodyK ⊂ R2 withK = cl (int(K)) and having axis parallel bounding
box BK .
The process involves the following basic theoretical steps:
STEP 1: Compute the box as the product BK = [a, b] × [c, d] and the
function fK associated to K by (2) and (1).
STEP 2: Let ti ∈ [a, b] and si ∈ [c, d], (i = 0, . . . , n) be equally spaced
points with t0 = a, tn = b and s0 = d, sn = c:
ti = a+ i
b− a
n
, si = d− id− c
n
(i = 0, . . . , n).
STEP 3: Bnij = [ti−1, ti]× [sj , sj−1] (i, j = 1, . . . , n).
STEP 4: The control grid GnK of K is defined as the set of the centers of
the subrectangles Bnij :
GnK :=
{
y
ij
∈ BK
∣∣i, j = 1, . . . , n} ,
where
y
ij
=
(
ti−1 + ti
2
,
sj−1 + sj
2
)
=
(
a+
2i− 1
2n
(b− a), d − 2j − 1
2n
(d− c)
)
.
STEP 5: LetH be the collection of all sets L ∈ LhvBK such that L is the union
of some subrectangles Bnij presented in the third step and fL(yij) ≥ fK(yij)
for all y
ij
∈ GnK .
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STEP 6: Choose Ln from H that minimizes
n∑
i,j=1
fLn(yij)− fK(yij)
n2
.
Alternatively we have
STEP 6*: Choose Ln from H that minimizes
max
y
ij
∈Gn
K
(
fLn(yij)− fK(yij)
)
.
Output: Ln
5 The proof of the convergence
In what follows we prove that any convergent subsequence of the output
sequence Ln converges to a compact connected hv-convex planar set K
∗
such that fK = fK∗ which means by Theorem 1 that K and K
∗ have the
same coordinate X-rays almost everywhere. Note that ifK = cl(int(K)) then
µ2(K△K∗) = 0 impliesK = K∗. This gives that ifK is uniquely determined
by the coordinate X-rays then Ln → K with respect to the Hausdorff metric.
Let us start with a relatively simple but important observation.
Lemma 2 For any compact set K ⊂ R2
|fK(y)− fK(x)| ≤
∥∥y − x∥∥
1
µ2(K)
Proof. Recall that the 1-norm is decomposable. So is fK . If x = (x1, x2) and
y = (y1, y2) then we have by the classical mean value theorem for functions
with one variable that
|fK(y)− fK(x)| ≤ |D1fK(t∗, x2)| · |y1 − x1|+ |D2fK(y1, s∗)| · |y2 − x2|
for some reals t∗ and s∗ between the corresponding coordinates of the given
points, respectively. Lemma 1 provides the Lebesgue measure µ2(K) as the
upper bound for the absolute value of derivatives with respect to both the
first and the second variables.
Theorem 7 Any convergent subsequence of the output sequence Ln con-
verges to a compact connected hv-convex planar set K∗ such that K∗ has
the coordinate X-rays X1K and X2K almost everywhere. Especially if K
is uniquely determined by the coordinate X-rays then Ln tends to K with
respect to the Hausdorff metric.
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Remark 1 Another possible formulation of Theorem 7 is that for any ε > 0
there exists n ∈ N such that H(Ln,K∗) < ε for some non-empty compact
connected hv-convex set K∗ having the same coordinate X-rays as K almost
everywhere. Especially if K is uniquely determined by the coordinate X-rays
then H(Ln,K) < ε.
Proof. First, consider the objective function in STEP 6 which is obviously
related to the L1-norm. We have that∫
B
|fLn(x)− fK(x)| dx =
∑
i,j
∫
Bnij
|fLn(x)− fK(x)| dx =
µ2(B)
∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fK(xij)|
n2
for some elements xij ∈ Bnij, where i and j run from 1 to n ∈ N; this follows
immediately from the first mean value theorem for integration. Using the
points y
ij
of the control grid
∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fK(xij)|
n2
≤
∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fLn(yij)|
n2
+
∑
i,j
|fLn(yij)− fK(yij)|
n2
+
∑
i,j
|fK(yij)− fK(xij)|
n2
.
Using Lemma 2
∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fK(xij)|
n2
≤ 2µ2(B)
∑
i,j
‖xij − yij‖1
n2
+
∑
i,j
|fLn(yij)− fK(yij)|
n2
.
Since Ln minimizes the value of the second term among the elements of H
and
‖xij − yij‖1 ≤
k
4n
<
k
2n
,
where k is the perimeter of the box of K, it follows that
∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fK(xij)|
n2
≤ µ2(B)
∑
i,j
k
n3
+
∑
i,j
|fL∗n(yij)− fK(yij)|
n2
,
where
L∗n :=
⋃
Bnij∩K 6=∅
Bnij
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is the minimal covering1 of K. For any y
ij
∈ GnK
|fL∗n(yij)−fK(yij)| = fL∗n(yij)−fK(yij) =
∫
L∗n\K
d1(yij , x) dx ≤
k
2
µ2(L
∗
n\K),
where the half of the perimeter is just the diameter of the box with res-
pect to the 1 - norm. The minimal covering is obviously an outer Hausdorff
approximation of K which is regular in the sense that
lim
n→∞
µ2(L
∗
n \K) = limn→∞µ2(L
∗
n)− µ2(K) = 0.
Therefore∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fK(xij)|
n2
≤ µ2(B)
∑
i,j
k
n3
+
∑
i,j
|fL∗n(yij)− fK(yij)|
n2
≤
µ2(B)
∑
i,j
k
n3
+ cn
∑
i,j
k
2n2
,
where cn := µ2(L
∗
n)− µ2(K) tends to zero2. Finally
lim
n→∞
∑
i,j
|fLn(xij)− fK(xij)|
n2
≤ µ2(B) lim
n→∞
k
n
+
k
2
lim
n→∞
cn = 0
and we have that
lim
n→∞
∫
B
|fLn(x)− fK(x)| dx = 0.
This means that fLn tends to fK with respect to the L
1 - norm and the
statement is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.
Second, consider the objective function in STEP 6* which is obviously
related to the supremum norm. We have that
sup
x∈B
|fLn(x)− fK(x)| = |fLn(x∗)− fK(x∗)|
1Note that L∗n belongs automatically to H.
2To get some information on the speed of convergence we should estimate the sequence
cn. We have that
cn := µ2(L
∗
n)− µ2(K) ≤ µ2(K
rn)− µ2(K),
where rn is just the (common) diameter of the subrectangles B
n
ij . It can be easily seen
that
rn =
d
n
,
where d is the diameter of the box BK . Therefore, by Theorem 2 in [29],
cn ≤ µ2(K
rn)− µ2(K) ≤ 2k
d
n
.
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for some element x∗ ∈ B because the generalized conic functions are convex
and, consequently, continuous functions on the coordinate plane. Let y∗ be
the center of the subrectangle containing x∗. Then
|fLn(x∗)− fK(x∗)| ≤
|fLn(x∗)− fLn(y∗)|+ |fLn(y∗)− fK(y∗)|+ |fK(y∗)− fK(x∗)| ≤
2µ2(B) ‖x∗ − y∗‖1 + |fLn(y∗)− fK(y∗)|
because of Lemma 2. Keeping in mind that y∗ belongs to the control grid it
follows that
|fLn(x∗)− fK(x∗)| ≤ µ2(B)
k
n
+ sup
i,j
|fLn(yij)− fK(yij)|.
By the help of the minimal covering L∗n the proof can be finished as in the
first case:
|fLn(x∗)− fK(x∗)| ≤ µ2(B)
k
n
+ sup
ij
|fL∗n(yij)− fK(yij)| ≤
µ2(B)
k
n
+
k
2
µ2(L
∗
n \K) = µ2(B)
k
n
+
k
2
cn.
Taking the limit as n tends to infinity we have that
lim
n→∞
sup
x∈B
|fLn(x)− fK(x)| = 0.
6 Linearization and 0-1 programming
If n ∈ N is fixed, then we have essentially the following optimization problem
in step 6
Minimize:
∑
y
ij
∈Gn
K
(
fL(yij)− fK(yij)
)
such that L ∈ H.
Since the coordinate X-rays of K are given, the value of fK is given in every
point. Hence ∑
y
ij
∈Gn
K
fK(yij) =: C0.
is a fixed constant and the optimization problem reduces to
Minimize:
∑
y
ij
∈Gn
K
fL(yij)
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such that L ∈ H.
Let L be a set in H. Define the variables
xkl =
{
1 if Bnkl ⊂ L
0 otherwise
(k, l = 1, . . . , n).
Then
fL =
n∑
k,l=1
xklfBn
kl
and ∑
y
ij
∈Gn
K
n∑
k,l=1
xklfBn
kl
(y
ij
) =
n∑
k,l=1
xkl
∑
y
ij
∈Gn
K
fBn
kl
(y
ij
).
Here ∑
y
ij
∈Gn
K
fBn
kl
(y
ij
) =: Fkl
are fixed constants for every k, l = 1, . . . , n. Thus the optimization problem
has the following form
Minimize:
n∑
k,l=1
xklFkl
such that L =
⋃{
Bnkl
∣∣xkl = 1} ∈ H.
Definition 6 A 0-1 matrix A = (aij) of size n × n is called an interval
matrix if for every row i ∈ {1, . . . , n} there are indices j1, j2 ∈ {1, . . . , n},
j1 ≤ j2 such that
aij =
{
1 if j1 ≤ j ≤ j2,
0 otherwise.
Theorem 8 The compact set L =
⋃{
Bnkl
∣∣xkl = 1} is an element of H if
and only if the following inequalities hold:
n∑
i=1
xi1 ≥ 1
n∑
i=1
xin ≥ 1, (3)
 l∏
j=1
(1− xkj) +
n∏
j=l
(1− xkj)
( k∏
i=1
(1− xil) +
n∏
i=k
(1− xil)
)
≥ 1−xkl, (4)
(k, l = 1, . . . , n)
n∑
j=2
xk j−1xk+1 j +
n∑
j=1
xkjxk+1 j +
n−1∑
j=1
xk j+1xk+1 j ≥ 1, (5)
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(k = 1, . . . , n− 1)
n∑
i,j=1
xijfBnij(yij) ≥ fK(yij) (yij ∈ GnK). (6)
Proof. The variables xij (i, j = 1, . . . , n) form a 0-1 matrix A = (xij) of
size n × n. First let us assume that L ∈ H. Then BK is the axis parallel
bounding box of L hence every row and column of A must contain at least
one element equal to 1. The left hand sides of the inequalities (3) give the
sum of the elements of the first and last column thus these inequalities must
hold. Furthermore the hv-convexity of L gives that A and its transpose AT
are interval matrices. Let’s take an arbitrary element xkl of the matrix A. If
xkl = 1 then the corresponding inequality in (4) is redundant. If xkl = 0 then
all the elements xkj (j = 1, . . . , l) or all the elements xkj (j = l, . . . , n) must
be 0 since A is an interval matrix. Similarly all the elements xil (i = 1, . . . , k)
or all the elements xil (i = k, . . . , n) must be 0 since A
T is an interval
matrix. This gives that both factors of the left hand side of (4) is at least
1 and the inequality must hold. Consider now an arbitrary row of A with
index k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. By the connectedness of L (Remark 2) the next
row contains an element xk+1 j = 1 such that at least one of xk j−1, xkj and
xk j+1 is 1. This gives that at least one of the addends on the left hand sides
of (5) must be 1 and these inequalities hold. Finally inequalities (6) are an
immediate consequence of fL(yij) ≥ fK(yij) for all yij ∈ GnK .
Now let us assume that the inequalities (3), (4), (5), (6) all hold. Let’s
look at first (4) and take an arbitrary element xkl of the matrix A. If xkl = 1
then the corresponding inequality is redundant. If xkl = 0 then the left hand
side of (4) is at least 1. This happens only if both factors on the left are at
least 1. That means at least one of the products
∏l
j=1(1−xkj),
∏n
j=l(1−xkj)
and one of the products
∏k
i=1(1 − xil),
∏n
i=k(1 − xil) must be 1. Such a
product can only be 1 if all of its factors are 1. This gives that the matrix A
and its transpose AT are interval matrices. On the other hand (5) ensures
us that each row (except the first) must contain an element xk+1 j = 1,
otherwise the left hand side would be zero. Furthermore one of the elements
xk j−1, xkj and xk j+1 in the previous row is 1 at the same time. Thus L is
connected since A is an interval matrix. The inequalities (5) and (3) imply
that the first and the last row of A and the first and the last column of A
must contain at least one element that is equal to 1, hence the axis parallel
bounding box of L is BK . We also have that L is hv-convex because A and
AT are interval matrices and L is connected. Finally inequalities (6) simply
give that fL(yij) ≥ fK(yij) for all yij ∈ GnK .
Due to Theorem 8, we can reformulate the optimization problem as fol-
lows:
Minimize:
n∑
k,l=1
xklFkl
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such that xkl ∈ {0, 1} (k, l = 1, . . . , n) and inequalities (3), (4), (5), (6) hold.
Here we have n2 variables, n2+2 linear and n2+n−1 nonlinear inequal-
ities. This is a constrained polynomial 0-1 programming problem and there
are several methods to solve such a problem (see Chapters 11 and 12 in [27]).
One of them is a linearization method based on the following theorem.
Theorem 9 (Li,Sun[27]) Consider the general polynomial term
y =
∏
(i,j)∈S
x
rij
ij , (7)
where xij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j = 1, . . . , n), S ⊂
{
(i, j)
∣∣i, j = 1, . . . , n} and rij ∈ N+,
r =
∑
(i,j)∈S rij . Then (7) holds if and only if∑
(i,j)∈S
rijxij − y ≤ r − 1,
−
∑
(i,j)∈S
rijxij + ry ≤ 0.
This linearization method is not effective in general because the number
of the polynomial terms in (7) can be extremely large. Unfortunately this
happens here if we expand the left hand side of (4). However we can handle
this by defining the new variables
zij := 1− xij .
Then inequalities (3) and (6) are
n−
n∑
i=1
zi1 ≥ 1 n−
n∑
i=1
zin ≥ 1, (8)
fBK (yij)−
n∑
i,j=1
zijfBij (yij) ≥ fK(yij) (yij ∈ GnK), (9)
While inequalities (4) and (5) have the form
k∏
i=1
zil
l∏
j=1
zkj +
n∏
i=k
zil
l∏
j=1
zkj +
k∏
i=1
zil
n∏
j=l
zkj +
n∏
i=k
zil
n∏
j=l
zkj ≥ zkl, (10)
(k, l = 1, . . . , n)
(3n− 2)−
n∑
j=2
(zk j−1 + zk+1 j)−
n∑
j=1
(zkj + zk+1 j)−
n−1∑
j=1
(zk j+1 + zk+1 j)+
n∑
j=2
zk j−1zk+1 j +
n∑
j=1
zkjzk+1 j +
n−1∑
j=1
zk j+1zk+1 j ≥ 1. (11)
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(k = 1, . . . , n− 1)
The new objective function is
n∑
k,l=1
(1− zkl)Fkl =
n∑
k,l=1
Fkl −
n∑
k,l=1
zklFkl. (12)
Minimizing (12) is equivalent to maximizing
n∑
k,l=1
zklFkl.
Rewrite (10) as follows:
u1kl + u
2
kl + u
3
kl + u
4
kl ≥ zkl (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (13)
where uhkl corresponds to the h-th term, h ∈ {1, . . . , 4} of the left hand side
of (10). Then, by applying Theorem 9 we get:
k∑
i=1
zil +
l∑
j=1
zkj − u1kl ≤ k + l − 1 (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (14a)
n∑
i=k
zil +
l∑
j=1
zkj − u2kl ≤ n− k + l (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (14b)
k∑
i=1
zil +
n∑
j=l
zkj − u3kl ≤ n+ k − l (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (14c)
n∑
i=k
zil +
n∑
j=l
zkj − u4kl ≤ 2n− k − l + 1 (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (14d)
−
k∑
i=1
zil −
l∑
j=1
zkj + (k + l)u
1
kl ≤ 0 (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (15a)
−
n∑
i=k
zil −
l∑
j=1
zkj + (n− k + l + 1)u2kl ≤ 0 (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (15b)
−
k∑
i=1
zil −
n∑
j=l
zkj + (n+ k − l + 1)u3kl ≤ 0 (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (15c)
−
n∑
i=k
zil −
n∑
j=l
zkj + (2n− k − l + 2)u4kl ≤ 0 (k, l = 1, . . . , n). (15d)
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Denoting zk j−1zk+1 j = v
1
kj, zkjzk+1 j = v
2
kj, and zk j+1zk+1 j = v
3
kj, we can
rewrite (11) as follows:
(3n− 2)−
n∑
j=2
(zk j−1 + zk+1 j)−
n∑
j=1
(zkj + zk+1 j)−
n−1∑
j=1
(zk j+1 + zk+1 j)+
n∑
j=2
v1kj +
n∑
j=1
v2kj +
n−1∑
j=1
v3kj ≥ 1. (16)
(k = 1, . . . , n− 1)
Then, by applying Theorem 9, we get
zk j−1 + zk+1 j − v1kj ≤ 1 (j, k = 1, . . . , n; j 6= 1, k 6= n), (17a)
zkj + zk+1 j − v2kj ≤ 1 (j, k = 1, . . . , n; k 6= n), (17b)
zk j+1 + zk+1 j − v3kj ≤ 1 (j, k = 1, . . . , n− 1), (17c)
−zk j−1 − zk+1 j + 2v1kj ≤ 0 (j, k = 1, . . . , n; j 6= 1, k 6= n), (18a)
−zkj − zk+1 j + 2v2kj ≤ 0 (j, k = 1, . . . , n; k 6= n), (18b)
−zk j+1 − zk+1 j + 2v3kj ≤ 0 (j, k = 1, . . . , n− 1). (18c)
Theorem 10 The nonlinear problem in step 6 of the reconstruction algo-
rithm is equivalent to the following linear integer programming problem.
Maximize:
n∑
k,l=1
zklFkl (19)
such that
zkl ∈ {0, 1} (k, l = 1, . . . , n),
uikl ∈ {0, 1} (k, l = 1, . . . , n), (i = 1, . . . , 4),
v1k,j ∈ {0, 1} (j, k = 1, . . . , n; j 6= 1, k 6= n),
v2k,j ∈ {0, 1} (j, k = 1, . . . , n; k 6= n),
v3k,j ∈ {0, 1} (j, k = 1, . . . , n− 1),
and inequalities (8), (9), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18) hold.
Here we have n2 + 4n2 + (n − 1)(3n − 2) = 8n2 − 5n + 2 variables and
2+n2+n2+8n2+n−1+2(n−1)(3n−2) = 16n2−9n+5 linear inequalities.
There is a wide literature on linear 0-1 programming problems and we can
take any method to solve this one.
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Figure 1: Outputs of the algorithm, n=6
Figure 2: Different optimal solutions
In Figure 1 we can see two of the outputs of the algorithm with resolution
n = 6. On the left the input data is the coordinate X-ray functions of the
set
D1 =
{
(x1, x2) ∈ R2
∣∣1 ≤ x1 ≤ 5 and f(x1) ≤ x2 ≤ g(x1)} ,
where
f(x1) =

−√x1 − 1 + 3 if 1 ≤ x1 < 2,
(x1 − 3)2 + 1 if 2 ≤ x1 < 4,
−√−x1 + 5 + 3 if 4 ≤ x1 ≤ 5,
0 otherwise,
and
g(x1) =

√
x1 − 1 + 3 if 1 ≤ x1 < 2,
−(x1 − 3)2 + 5 if 2 ≤ x1 < 4,√−x1 + 5 + 3 if 4 ≤ x1 ≤ 5,
0 otherwise.
On the right the input data is the coordinate X-ray functions of the set
D2 = conv {(2, 1); (8, 5); (8, 8); (6, 8); (1, 2)} .
It is possible that there are more than one minimizing set in H in step 6 or
step 6∗ of the algorithm even if the coordinate X-rays uniquely determine the
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corresponding set. For example the algorithm returns the only optimal solu-
tion for D1 and D2, while Figure 2 shows two of the four optimal solutions
for the tetragon
D3 = conv {(1, 7); (6, 1); (13, 7); (6, 13)} .
If we would like to find all solutions we can do the following. Let L be one
solution, let (ẑij) be the matrix that represent L and let
S = {(i, j) ∈ N× N|ẑij = 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} .
Then the linear inequality∑
(i,j)∈S
zij −
∑
1≤i,j≤n
(i,j)/∈S
zij ≤ |S| − 1 (20)
is not satisfied by the variables ẑij (i, j = 1, . . . , n), but if we change any of
them, then (20) will be satisfied. This means that if we add the inequality
(20) to the system of inequalities of problem (19), then L won’t be a solution
anymore, but no other feasible point will be excluded. We can solve the new
linear programming problem and obtain a solution L∗. If the value of the
objective function is the same as for the optimal solution of the problem
(19), then L∗ is another optimal solution for the problem (19). After that
we can exclude L∗ from the set of feasible points with the same technique as
above. We continue this procedure until the value of the objective function
changes. Then we get all the optimal solutions of (19).
7 Greedy algorithm and voting
The algorithm for reconstruction provided in the previous section has a clear
proof of convergence, but integer programming is NP-hard and it makes this
algorithm quite slow. We can obtain a faster algorithm by using a greedy
algorithm, although the proof of convergence does not work for that case.
The greedy algorithm for reconstruction
Input: n ∈ N and X1K, X2K, the coordinate X-rays of a connected hv-
convex bodyK ⊂ R2 withK = cl (int(K)) and having axis parallel bounding
box BK .
STEP 1-4: The same steps as in the algorithm of section 4.
The following steps are based on finding the subrectangle D that causes
the greatest amount of decreasing of the difference of the conic functions.
STEP 5: First let Ln be the union of all subrectangles, i.e. Ln = BK .
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Figure 3: Outputs of the greedy algorithm
STEP 6: Let D be the collection of all subrectangles D such that Ln\D ∈ H
(where H is defined in step 5 of the algorithm in section 4).
STEP 7: If D 6= ∅ then choose D from D that minimizes
max
y
ij
∈Gn
K
(
fLn\D(yij)− fK(yij)
)
.
Then delete D from Ln and continue with step 6. If D = ∅ the algorithm
ends.
Output: Ln
In Figure 3 two of the outputs of the greedy algorithm are presented for
coordinate X-ray functions of the sets D1 and
D4 =
{
(x1, x2) ∈ R2
∣∣1 ≤ x1 ≤ 5 and f2(x1) ≤ x2 ≤ g2(x1)} ,
where
f2(x1) = 5−
√
16− (x1 − 5)2 and g2(x1) = 1 +
√
16− (x1 − 1)2.
We can see that the output is very close to D1 on the left, however it is
quite far from D4 on the right with respect to the Hausdorff distance. This
is because the subrectangles in the corners tend to add more to the value of
fLn in the vertices of the control grid than the subrectangles in the middle.
So the subrectangles in the corners are the first candidates to be deleted in
step 6. Thus the greedy algorithm is not suitable for sets that reach some
corners of their bounding box.
On the other hand we also note that in step 7 of the greedy algorithm it
is possible that there are more than one minimizing subrectangles. In these
cases we need to decide how to choose one of them. One evident decision
is to choose one randomly. This way we obtain a fast stochastic algorithm,
which allows us to use the following voting procedure.
Let k ∈ N be fixed and run the stochastic greedy algorithm k-times.
We say that an output votes for a subrectangle if the output contains this
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Figure 4: Voting with the greedy algorithm
subrectangle. Then we choose a real number q ∈ [0, 1] called the quota and
let Ln be the union of all those subrectangles having at least k · q votes. The
extreme cases are q = 1 and q ≤ 1/k when we take the intersection and the
union of all the outputs respectively. The intersection of outputs shows us
the subrectangles that are very likely to be in the optimal solution, however
the subrectangles that are not in the union of outputs are very likely to be
excluded by the optimal solution. We can note that the intersection of the
outputs is also hv-convex but it may have a smaller bounding box than the
original outputs. On the other hand the union of the outputs has the same
bounding box as the original outputs, but it is not necessarily hv-convex.
These problems can be reduced if we sort the outputs by cluster analysis
using the Hausdorff distance. In Figure 4 we can see two outputs of the voting
procedure with k = 10 and q = 1/10. In the case of D1 the approximation is
better than ever before, but in the case of D4 the voting procedure doesn’t
help us to get closer to the original set. This is because the subrectangles
in the corners add so much to the value of fLn in the vertices of the control
grid that they are deleted in the first steps every time the greedy algorithm
runs. To avoid this problem we need a different way of thinking.
8 The anti-greedy algorithm
In the previous section we discussed how the subrectangles in the corners
cause a problem during the greedy algorithm. Furthermore we observe that
the result of the voting procedure for D4 in Figure 4 is very similar to the
single output of the greedy algorithm in Figure 3. This means that every
time the greedy algorithm runs the same subrectangles are deleted and the
outputs slightly differ from each other. The greedy algorithm starts to delete
those subrectangles that add the most to the value of fLn in the control
points so this value starts to decrease fast. But there’s a lower bound for
this value, namely the value of fK . Thus the algorithm reaches a point soon
when no more subrectangles can be deleted due to the lower bound. Now
it’s an evident idea to delete those subrectangles that add little to the value
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Figure 5: Voting with the anti-greedy algorithm
of fLn in the control points. This way we can choose from a larger set of
subrectangles after deleting one than before because the values of fLn in the
control points don’t get close to the lower bound early. This gives us more
variability of the outputs and the voting procedure can be more effective.
However if we make these changes the algorithm cannot be called greedy but
anti-greedy. So we have now an anti-greedy algorithm for reconstruction that
has the same steps as the greedy algorithm except step 7 that is changed to
choose D from D that maximizes
max
y
ij
∈Gn
K
(
fLn\D(yij)− fK(yij)
)
.
Figure 5 shows two outputs of the anti-greedy algorithm. We can see
that the output for D4 on the right is much better than before, but it gets
a little worse for D1 on the right. This happens because the anti-greedy
algorithm tends to keep the subrectangles in the corners. So there are sets
that can be approximated better with the greedy algorithm and there are
other sets that are better to be approximated with the anti-greedy algorithm.
It is an interesting question how to choose in advance if the greedy or the
anti-greedy algorithm must be performed. We might need additional data
in more directions.
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